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Moving away from an app-centric view
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A copilot for every Microsoft Cloud experience
Amplify human ingenuity with the AI-powered future of work

Every 

employee

Copilot for Microsoft 365

Works alongside you 

in the apps you use 
every day. 

Learn more >

Functional 

business roles

Microsoft Sales Copilot

Maximize productivity

with the AI assistant 
designed for sellers.

Learn more >

Security and 

IT professionals

Microsoft Security Copilot

Defend at machine 

speed with Microsoft 
Security Copilot.

Learn more >

Developers and 

data professionals

GitHub Copilot

Increase developer 

productivity to 
accelerate innovation.

Learn more >

Microsoft Copilot Pro

AI-powered chat 

with commercial 
data protection.

Learn more >

Windows Copilot

The first centralized            

AI assistance
on a platform.

Details coming soon

Dynamics 365 Copilot

Turbocharge your 

workforce with a copilot 
for every job role. 

Learn more >

Power Platforms Copilot

Imagine it, describe it, 

and Power Platform 
builds it.

Learn more >

Copilot for Microsoft Fabric

Infusing the power of 

large language models 
into Power BI.

Learn more >

INTRODUCTION

OVERVIEW

AI strategic pillars

Microsoft Copilot

Azure AI

Azure OpenAI Service

Responsible AI

Foundations for AI success

INNOVATE TOGETHER

MARKET TOGETHER

SELL TOGETHER



Benefits of AI in Security – protect at machine speed

Amplify your team’s impact and efficiency with guidance informed by 65 trillion daily signals.

Catch what

others miss

Summarize vast data signals into 

key insights to cut through the 

noise, detect cyberthreats before 

they cause harm, and reinforce your 

security posture.

Outpace

adversaries

Put critical guidance and context at 

analysts and admins’ fingertips so 

they can respond in minutes instead 

of hours or days.

Augment

team expertise

Elevate teams’ proficiency as

analysts and admins are 

empowered to perform more 

advanced capabilities so expert 

team members can be redirected 

to the hardest challenges.



What is Copilot for Security

Copilot for Security is a generative AI-powered 

security solution that helps increase the 

efficiency and capabilities of defenders to 

improve security outcomes at machine speed 

and scale, while remaining compliant to 

responsible AI principles.

When thinking about Copilot for Security, 

consider a broad reach. There are many use 

cases beyond the SOC Analyst persona.

Some include:

• IT Administrator

• Insider Risk Analyst

• Identity Access Management Administrator

• Compliance Analyst



It can seamlessly integrate with products in the Microsoft Security portfolio such as 

Microsoft Defender XDR, Microsoft Sentinel, Microsoft Purview, Microsoft Entra and

Microsoft Intune, as well as other third-party services such as ServiceNow, Netskope, and 

Cyware.

An introduction to Microsoft Copilot for

Security

Microsoft Copilot for Security (Copilot) is a generative AI-

powered security platform that helps security and IT

professionals respond to cyberthreats, process signals, and

assess risk exposure at the speed and scale of AI, while

remaining compliant with responsible AI principles.

Some of the top Copilot features are:

It can swiftly summarize information about an incident by enhancing incident details with 

context from data sources (e.g. data integrated from other security products or proprietary

process documents uploaded to Copilot), assess its impact, and provide guidance to analysts

It can provide information on events that might expose organizations to a known threat

and prescriptive guidance on how to protect against those potential vulnerabilities.

It can generate ready-to-share executive summaries, technical summaries or reports on

security investigations, publicly disclosed vulnerabilities, or threat actors and their campaigns.

It can leverage the full power of OpenAI GPTs and Azure AI architecture. to generate a

response to a user prompt by using security-specific plugins, including organization-specific

information, authoritative sources, and global threat intelligence.



Main Use Cases

For the initial launch of Copilot for Security, our focus was on making four primary use cases 

amazingly easy to use:

Incident Summarization
Gain context for incidents and improve communication across your

organization by leveraging generative AI to swiftly distill complex security

alerts into concise, actionable summaries, which then enables quicker response

times and

streamlined decision-making

Impact Analysis
Utilize AI-driven analytics to assess the potential impact of security

incidents, offering insights into affected systems and data to prioritize

response efforts effectively.

Reverse Engineering of Scripts
Eliminate the need to manually reverse engineer malware and enable

every analyst to understand the actions executed by attackers. Analyze

complex command line scripts and translate them into natural

language with clear

explanations of actions. Efficiently extract and link indicators found in the script to 

their respective entities in your environment.

Guided response

Receive actionable step-by-step guidance for incident response, including

directions for triage, investigation, containment, and remediation. Relevant

deep links to recommended actions allow for quicker response.

Device management
Generate policies and simulate their outcomes, gather device information for 

forensics, and configure devices with best practices from similar deployments.



Identity management
Discover overprivileged access, generate access reviews for incidents,

generate and describe access policies, and evaluate licensing across

solutions.

Data security and compliance

Identify data impacted by security incidents, generate comprehensive

summaries of data security and compliance risks, and surface risks that may

violate

regulatory compliance obligations.

Cloud Security

Discover attack paths impacting workloads and summarize cloud CVEs to

proactively prevent threats and manage cloud security posture more efficiently.

Incident Response
Quickly analyze and respond to security incidents with AI-driven insights

and recommendations.

Threat Hunting

Use natural language search for and isolate advanced threats

across the environment.

Security Posture Management
Assess and improve your organization’s security posture with actionable

insights based on your unique organization.

Security Reporting
Generate comprehensive reports that provide clear visibility into your

security landscape, aiding in decision-making, threat assessment,

compliance, and management/ Board-level briefs.

Threat Intelligence research

Take advantage of Microsoft's extensive threat intelligence by accessing threat 

articles and threat actor security data on new and emerging threats, helping your 

organization to prevent and protect itself from potential harm.



How Copilot works with the Microsoft 

security stack

In the rapidly evolving landscape of cybersecurity, staying ahead of threats is paramount. 

Copilot emerges as a cutting-edge ally, harnessing the power of artificial intelligence to bolster 

your security and IT operations. This innovative tool is designed to enhance efficiency, uncover 

hidden patterns, fortify defenses, and accelerate incident response times.
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Key Benefits

Increased Efficiency

Speed up or automate routine

tasks, freeing up valuable time

for your security team to focus

on strategic initiatives.

Reduces human error

Copilot provides insight that 

humans might miss or otherwise 

look past.

Hardened Defenses

"Strengthen your security posture 

using authoritative methods to 

help reduce the attack surface and 

vulnerability to threats.

Faster Incident Response

Respond to security incidents 

with unprecedented speed, 

minimizing potential damage 

and recovery time.

Expert guidance

Get recommendations for things 

like the top DLP alerts to focus 

on today, steps to remediate an 

incident or measure how 

vulnerable your organization is 

against a specific bad actor.



Copilot integrates seamlessly with key components

of the Microsoft security stack, including:

Microsoft Defender XDR

Enhances threat protection and provides 

advanced attack analytics.

Microsoft Sentinel

Offers cloud-native SIEM and SOAR 

capabilities for a comprehensive view of the 

entire digital estate.

Microsoft Intune

Unifies apps and device management to 

simplify IT and security operations, protect a 

hybrid workforce and power better user

experiences. attack analytics.

Microsoft Entra

Manages identities and access, safeguarding 

against identity-based threats.

Microsoft Defender 

Threat Intelligence

Improves understanding of the threat

landscape by providing real-time, context-

aware responses to prompts and empowers 

reactive threat enrichment and proactive

hunting scenarios.

Microsoft Purview

Provides data governance and protection, 

helping to prevent data leaks and ensure 

compliance.



The Copilot for Security advantage 
Copilot stitches together information across all security products

Microsoft Threat Intelligence

Microsoft 
Defender

Microsoft 
Intune

Microsoft Security Experts

Microsoft 
Entra

Microsoft 
Priva

Microsoft 
Purview

Microsoft 
Sentinel

Microsoft

Security 

Solutions

COPILOT

FOR SECURITY

Security Ops 
& Incident 
Response

Endpoint 
Security 

Network & 
Infrastructure 

Security 

Cloud
Security

Mobile 
Security

Data
Security 

Managed 
SOC

Risk & 
compliance

Identity & 
Access 

3rd Party 

Solutions



Architecture – data flow for Copilot for Security
Microsoft Security trust boundary

Prompting in Microsoft Security solutions

Microsoft
Defender

Microsoft
Intune

Microsoft Copilot
for Security

Microsoft
Sentinel

Plugins for Microsoft and

third-party security products

Microsoft
Intune

Microsoft
Sentinel

…

Event logs, alerts, incidents, & policies

Your context and content

Microsoft Defender 
for Endpoint

Microsoft Defender 
Threat Intelligence

User prompt

Pre-processing

Grounding

Grounding

Response and app 

commands

Post-processing

Copilot for 

Security 

Modified

 prompt

LLM 

response

Large 

Language 

Model (LLM)

Customer data is not stored outside 

the compliance boundary or used to 

train foundational models Azure OpenAI 

instance is maintained 

by Microsoft. OpenAI 

has no access to the 

data or the model

Azure 

OpenAI

Responsible AI checks are performed 

on input prompt and output results

Responsible AI

Data flow 

(     = all 

requests 

are encrypted 

via HTTPS)

1 User prompts from security products are sent to Copilot

2 Copilot accesses plugins for pre-processing

3 Copilot sends modified prompt to LLM

4 Copilot receives LLM response

5 Copilot accesses plugins for post-processing

6 Copilot sends the response, and app command back to security products

1
6

3

4
2

3

5



Architecture – operated with natural language queries

Prompt Planner Build Context Responding Response

Human

Copilot for 

Security

• Submits a prompt • Receives response

• Applies insight 

garnered from 

Copilot for 

Security

• Determines initial 

context and builds 

a plan using all 

the available skills 

incl. partners

• Executes the 

plan to get the 

required data 

context to answer 

the prompt

• Combines 

all data and 

context and the 

model will work 

out a response

• Formats 

the data

• Applies RAI 



Architecture – example of simple prompts

“Summarize incident 15134 in Microsoft Defender into a 

paragraph that I can submit to my manager and create a list of 
entities involved.”

“Can you give me information about Pearl Sleet activity, 

including a list of known indicators of compromise and tools, 
tactics, and procedures (TTPs)?” 

Goal

What is the specific 

security-related information 

you need?

“Give me information 

about incident 18718…”

Context

Why do you need it and 

how will you use the 

information?

“…for a report that I can 

submit to my manager.”

Expectations

What format or audience 

do you want the response 

tailored to?

“Compile the information 

in a list, with a short 

summary.”

Source

Is there a plugin, known 

info, or data source Copilot 

for Security should use?

“Look in Defender 

incidents.”

More prompting tips

https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/security-copilot/prompting-tips


Architecture – example of simple prompts (cont.)

How can I improve my security posture?

Are any of my machines affected?

Summarize this incident in bullets.

Which alerts are being triggered the most?

What is log4shell?

Tell me about Defender incident 20259.



Demo – Copilot for Security in action

Watch how Copilot for 

Security enriches and 

summarizes data from your 

security tools to accelerate 

an investigation.

Watch the demo

Watch%20how%20Security%20Copilot%20enriches%20and%20summarizes%20data%20from%20your%20security%20tools%20to%20accelerate%20an%20investigation.
https://microsoft.sharepoint.com/:v:/t/Security-Copilot/ERLDEc9zrgNEmAnkzliKpGEBrtsx4kPTKkYB5m_Tdwo_KA?e=cosYVk&nav=eyJyZWZlcnJhbEluZm8iOnsicmVmZXJyYWxBcHAiOiJTdHJlYW1XZWJBcHAiLCJyZWZlcnJhbFZpZXciOiJTaGFyZURpYWxvZy1MaW5rIiwicmVmZXJyYWxBcHBQbGF0Zm9ybSI6IldlYiIsInJlZmVycmFsTW9kZSI6InZpZXcifX0%3D


Maximizing value with Microsoft Security solutions

Microsoft

Sentinel

Collect security data and 

correlate alerts from virtually

any source with intelligent 

security analytics.

Microsoft

Defender XDR

Prevent and detect cross-

domain cyberattacks at the 

speed of AI. Copilot for 

Security is now embedded in 

Microsoft Defender XDR for 

early access customers.

Microsoft

Intune

Mitigate cyberthreats to 

devices, protect data, and

improve compliance across 

clouds—now embedded with 

Copilot for Security for early 

access customers.

Microsoft Defender

Threat Intelligence

Understand cyberthreats and 

expose suspicious 

infrastructure with dynamic 

threat intelligence, now 

included in Copilot for 

Security at no additional cost.

Microsoft 

Defender

Microsoft 

Sentinel

Microsoft 

Purview

Microsoft 

Intune
Microsoft 

Entra



Next steps – Copilot for Security

Partner

Readiness

• Microsoft Learn Documentation

• Learning Path

• Copilot for Security Partner 
Landing Page

• Microsoft Tech Community Blog

• Partner Sales & Pre-Sales 

Enablement Hub

• Visit our GitHub

Driving Customer

Adoption

• Enable services for Plugin use

• Microsoft Defender XDR

• Microsoft Sentinel

• Microsoft Entra

• Microsoft Intune

• Microsoft Purview

• Identify Authentication Concerns

• On Behalf Authentication

• Privileged Identity Mgmt

• MDE Device Scope Groups

• Delegated Access Models

Extending

Copilot for Security

• Custom plugins and skills

• GPT

• KQL

• API

• Logic Apps

https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/security-copilot/microsoft-security-copilot
https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/training/paths/security-copilot-and-ai/
https://securitypartners.transform.microsoft.com/security-copilot
https://securitypartners.transform.microsoft.com/security-copilot
https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/t5/microsoft-security-copilot-blog/bg-p/SecurityCopilotBlog
https://vshow.on24.com/vshow/FY24_SBcamp/registration/23189
https://vshow.on24.com/vshow/FY24_SBcamp/registration/23189
https://microsoft.github.io/PartnerResources/skilling/microsoft-security-academy/microsoft-security-copilot
https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/security-copilot/plugin_gpt
https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/security-copilot/plugin_kql
https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/security-copilot/plugin_api
https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/security-copilot/connector_logicapp


•Copilot Plugins

Azure AI Search (Preview)

Copilot for Security in 
Microsoft Defender XDR

Copilot for Security in Entra

Copilot for Security + Intune

Copilot for Security and Defender 
EASM

Copilot for Security and Defender 
Threat Intelligence

Copilot for Security + Purview

https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/copilot/security/plugin-azure-ai-search
https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/security/defender/security-copilot-in-microsoft-365-defender?bc=%2fsecurity-copilot%2fbreadcrumb%2ftoc.json&toc=%2fsecurity-copilot%2ftoc.json
https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/security/defender/security-copilot-in-microsoft-365-defender?bc=%2fsecurity-copilot%2fbreadcrumb%2ftoc.json&toc=%2fsecurity-copilot%2ftoc.json
https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/entra/fundamentals/copilot-security-entra?bc=%2fsecurity-copilot%2fbreadcrumb%2ftoc.json&toc=%2fsecurity-copilot%2ftoc.json
https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/mem/intune/fundamentals/security-copilot?bc=%2fsecurity-copilot%2fbreadcrumb%2ftoc.json&toc=%2fsecurity-copilot%2ftoc.json
https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/external-attack-surface-management/easm-copilot?bc=%2fsecurity-copilot%2fbreadcrumb%2ftoc.json&toc=%2fsecurity-copilot%2ftoc.json
https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/external-attack-surface-management/easm-copilot?bc=%2fsecurity-copilot%2fbreadcrumb%2ftoc.json&toc=%2fsecurity-copilot%2ftoc.json
https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/defender/threat-intelligence/security-copilot-and-defender-threat-intelligence?bc=%2fsecurity-copilot%2fbreadcrumb%2ftoc.json&toc=%2fsecurity-copilot%2ftoc.json
https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/purview/copilot-in-purview-overview?bc=%2fsecurity-copilot%2fbreadcrumb%2ftoc.json&toc=%2fsecurity-copilot%2ftoc.json


Azure AI Search

(Preview)

https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/copilot/security/plugin-azure-ai-search
https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/copilot/security/plugin-azure-ai-search


Copilot for Security in Microsoft Defender XDR
Summarize incidents quickly

https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/security/defender/security-copilot-in-microsoft-365-defender?bc=%2fsecurity-copilot%2fbreadcrumb%2ftoc.json&toc=%2fsecurity-copilot%2ftoc.json
https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/security/defender/security-copilot-in-microsoft-365-defender?bc=%2fsecurity-copilot%2fbreadcrumb%2ftoc.json&toc=%2fsecurity-copilot%2ftoc.json


Copilot for Security in Microsoft Defender XDR
Take action on incidents through guided responses

https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/security/defender/security-copilot-in-microsoft-365-defender?bc=%2fsecurity-copilot%2fbreadcrumb%2ftoc.json&toc=%2fsecurity-copilot%2ftoc.json
https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/security/defender/security-copilot-in-microsoft-365-defender?bc=%2fsecurity-copilot%2fbreadcrumb%2ftoc.json&toc=%2fsecurity-copilot%2ftoc.json


Copilot for Security in Microsoft Defender XDR

https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/security/defender/security-copilot-in-microsoft-365-defender?bc=%2fsecurity-copilot%2fbreadcrumb%2ftoc.json&toc=%2fsecurity-copilot%2ftoc.json
https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/security/defender/security-copilot-in-microsoft-365-defender?bc=%2fsecurity-copilot%2fbreadcrumb%2ftoc.json&toc=%2fsecurity-copilot%2ftoc.json


Copilot for Security in Microsoft Defender XDR
Run script analysis with ease

https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/security/defender/security-copilot-in-microsoft-365-defender?bc=%2fsecurity-copilot%2fbreadcrumb%2ftoc.json&toc=%2fsecurity-copilot%2ftoc.json
https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/security/defender/security-copilot-in-microsoft-365-defender?bc=%2fsecurity-copilot%2fbreadcrumb%2ftoc.json&toc=%2fsecurity-copilot%2ftoc.json


Copilot for Security in Microsoft Defender XDR
Generate device summaries

https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/security/defender/security-copilot-in-microsoft-365-defender?bc=%2fsecurity-copilot%2fbreadcrumb%2ftoc.json&toc=%2fsecurity-copilot%2ftoc.json
https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/security/defender/security-copilot-in-microsoft-365-defender?bc=%2fsecurity-copilot%2fbreadcrumb%2ftoc.json&toc=%2fsecurity-copilot%2ftoc.json


Copilot for Security in Microsoft Defender XDR
Analyze files promptly

https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/security/defender/security-copilot-in-microsoft-365-defender?bc=%2fsecurity-copilot%2fbreadcrumb%2ftoc.json&toc=%2fsecurity-copilot%2ftoc.json
https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/security/defender/security-copilot-in-microsoft-365-defender?bc=%2fsecurity-copilot%2fbreadcrumb%2ftoc.json&toc=%2fsecurity-copilot%2ftoc.json


Copilot for Security in Microsoft Defender XDR
Write incident reports efficiently

https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/security/defender/security-copilot-in-microsoft-365-defender?bc=%2fsecurity-copilot%2fbreadcrumb%2ftoc.json&toc=%2fsecurity-copilot%2ftoc.json
https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/security/defender/security-copilot-in-microsoft-365-defender?bc=%2fsecurity-copilot%2fbreadcrumb%2ftoc.json&toc=%2fsecurity-copilot%2ftoc.json


Copilot for Security in Microsoft Defender XDR
Hunt like a pro

https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/security/defender/security-copilot-in-microsoft-365-defender?bc=%2fsecurity-copilot%2fbreadcrumb%2ftoc.json&toc=%2fsecurity-copilot%2ftoc.json
https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/security/defender/security-copilot-in-microsoft-365-defender?bc=%2fsecurity-copilot%2fbreadcrumb%2ftoc.json&toc=%2fsecurity-copilot%2ftoc.json


Copilot for Security in Microsoft Defender XDR
Monitor threat intelligence

https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/security/defender/security-copilot-in-microsoft-365-defender?bc=%2fsecurity-copilot%2fbreadcrumb%2ftoc.json&toc=%2fsecurity-copilot%2ftoc.json
https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/security/defender/security-copilot-in-microsoft-365-defender?bc=%2fsecurity-copilot%2fbreadcrumb%2ftoc.json&toc=%2fsecurity-copilot%2ftoc.json


Copilot for Security Entra



Copilot for Security Intune



Connect Copilot to Defender EASM



Copilot for Security and Defender Threat Intelligence

https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/defender/threat-intelligence/security-copilot-and-defender-threat-intelligence?bc=%2fsecurity-copilot%2fbreadcrumb%2ftoc.json&toc=%2fsecurity-copilot%2ftoc.json


Copilot for Security + Purview

https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/purview/copilot-in-purview-overview?bc=%2fsecurity-copilot%2fbreadcrumb%2ftoc.json&toc=%2fsecurity-copilot%2ftoc.json
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